
Reflections from a limited service 
provider in a regional centre.



� No longer able to work

� Friends infirmed or deceased

� Limited finances

� Simple tasks like shopping become major 
undertakings

� People listen less to what I have to say



� Constant pain from osteoarthritis and other 
comorbidities

� Nauseated from NSAIDs and other analgaesics

� Family concerns with divorce,division and 
dementia



� Uncertain of stairs and inclines

� Bruised in the fall

� Housebound by fear of injury on public 
transport and in public places

� Extended family too busy to assist



� Not many left of the old battalion at the Anzac 
Day march.

� Not as many of the other polio patients at the 
annual gathering.

� A daily reminder of life's end in the local paper 
obituaries

� Some Christmas cards never come again



� Meals on Wheels

� Home nurses

� The neighbour starts to mow the lawn

� A church member drives me to my next 
doctors appointment

� Someone cares 



� Loneliness hurts even more

� Someone , an old  acquaintance, a nurse off 
duty , the bowls club sit and listen

� They look at the family album

� They weep as I weep, and though nothing 
changes I feel better



� Fracture 

� Fear

� Relocation 

� Death?



� “Can the world afford , at the end of a century 
that has seen so much pain and suffering , to 
risk repeating the same mistakes and abuses of 
human rights again.”

� Nelson Mandela 6 May 1999



� Too frail to resist the nursing home this time

� Too frail to really get up

� I stop going out

� Hardly anyone sees me now



� I cant bathe myself anymore

� I sit silently , naked , on the hard shower chair 
waiting my turn

� I hope Jean is there this morning ; at least she 
talks to me and is gentle



� Finally illness has come that I cannot escape

� The needle of the drip that is changed each day 
hurts deeply as the doctor curses my decrepit 
skin

� I know I am fading



� Alone

� Quietly

� Unknown

� I die

� Why could you not just hold my hand?



Do not be surprised at rejection by broken people.
They have suffered a great deal
At the hands
Of the knowledgeable and the powerful-
Doctors,psychologists, sociologists, social workers, 
politicians, the police and others.
They have suffered so much from broken promises,
From people wanting to learn from experiments
Or to write a thesis
And then, having gained what they wanted-\votes, 
recognition. An impressive book or article-
Going away and never coming back.



� The task of assessment has been inadequate.

� The process of evaluation has been limited.

� The courage of your past and present has been 
undervalued.

� The opportunities for treatment have been 
limited.

� The future remains uncertain.



� The fellowship of those who bear the 
mark of pain.

� “From the edge of the Primeval Forest”

� AC Black, London





� Dependency

� Autonomy

� Fear and anxiety

� Awareness of finitude

� The nomenclature of aging and disability is a 
device for introducing order into an inherently 
ambiguous part of the human condition



� Should a regional multidisciplinary diagnostic 
and management program be established?

� Should it be allied health directed?

� Should we collude with alternative health 
practitioners?

� Who should pay? CRS? Centrelink? Regional 
Health Authority? Medicare?



� Take up our quarrel with the foe:

� To you from failing hands we throw

� The torch; be yours to hold it high.

� If ye break faith with us who die

� We shall not sleep, though poppies grow

� In Flanders fields.

� Lt Colonel John McCrae



� We still have a large task ahead to reduce fear and 
bias within our community.

� Adopt a Family, Church, neighbour or 
organisation!

� One in 4 people in our community live alone.

� Have a presence and a voice within your 
community.

� Local paper, newsletter, meetings in public places.

� Speak, often and with honesty

� Consider the wider picture of disability within 
our world and develop common goals.

� E.g. osteoporosis, falls, and independence.



� Consider a study of falls and ADL in post-polio 
patients.

� Consider a large state wide study of bone 
disease in post-polio patients and look at the 
outcomes over 5 years.

� Promote vaccination for all preventable 
diseases where safe and proven vaccines are 
available.

� Help community groups and in particular 
youth groups develop programs to break down 
fear and bias and violence in our communities.


